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WATCH TED TALK
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ooCfaC-xJlw


Every presentation, workshop, strategy session and conversation’s soul
emanates from your unique business, industry, and event objectives.

Its DNA comes from of 30+ years of Morris’s extraordinary foresight strategy
work, consulting and speaking experiences across 160 industries around the
globe, and 1,000’s of performances and the specialised research he does to
truly understand you, your present and future worlds.

Its energy comes from Morris’s passion, positivity and clarity of future vision. 

Its heart comes from delegate participation.

Its strength comes from delegates ability to see how to achieve for
themselves, using Morris’s tried, tested and proven how-to’s, shortcuts, tips
and tricks.

And its joy comes from each glorious aha moment your delegates experience,
as they imagine their possibilities.

THE REAL
WORLD
MORRIS

DIFFERENCE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=h4eccWZrnw8&feature=emb_title


"Morris is the futurist's
futurist"

Sheryl Connelly
Head of Global Trends and
Futuring Ford Automotive

Over 30 years Morris
has delivered 1,500 +

Presentations Across 160 + Industries

"Morris brought to life what was
on the cards for our profession in
the next half-century. The
results...breathtaking. Morris is
brilliant".

Anton Barnett-Harris
CEO Australlan

Physiotherapy Council

In 50 + 

Countries

And his foresights reach 

1,000,000+ people
annuallyRACV INSURANCE

"Morris is obviously an expert in
his field and provided an
invaluable presentation to our
leaders that was thought
provoking, inspiring and of a very
high quality"

"I've had the pleasure of seeing
Morris several times and was lucky
enough to to have him run a
bespoke session for my team at a
time when our entire business
needed to change direction.

Morris is always engaging and
comes with actionable insights for
any industry" 

Byron Stone
Breville Australia



Some of the thousands of
brands Morris has worked with

Morris in the Media.



Nothing feels more natural to Morris Miselowski than challenging the status quo. He’s forever imagining what a different world might look
like. 

Morris was born to be a futurist. The son of World War II survivors, who had seen the world crumbling around them, he grew up in a
household that believed there would always be a better tomorrow.

This belief has become his lifelong passion. Through powerful storytelling, and practical and uncanny insights, Morris takes some of the
world’s biggest organisations and brands on a journey that enables them to see what tomorrow might look like – long before they
experience it. 

A hell-raiser to the core. Morris is known to hurl metaphorical hand-grenades into rooms to push companies to unshackle from legacy
systems and stuck-in-the past thinking.

A conversation with Morris often starts with making people uncomfortable, in order to get them comfortable to dream – big, bold, audacious
dreams. He’s teeming with questions about the world around us.

Through childlike wonder and curiosity, Morris approaches organisational challenges from the viewpoint that tomorrow is under our control
– and it can be transformed.

He’s no Nostradamus though. Through his depth-of-knowledge he hypothesises, rather than predicts what lies ahead.

For over 30 years, Morris has been methodically collecting evidence and information across 160 industries. He’s also picked up an
assortment of weird and wonderful facts, much like a bowerbird. It’s through this wide lens that he provides bespoke and matter-of-fact
exchanges, exercises and experiences so organisations can understand what their future potential might be in the marketplace.

Through his inquisitiveness and human-centric approach to future thinking, Morris motivates businesses to do things differently – by shifting
and shaping their thinking. He assists them to see their own industry with a clarity they may not have been able to before.

 It’s these a-ha moments that gives Morris the greatest joy and drive.

Morris has identified opportunities in all sorts of areas, from dynamic architecture and active bedding to the aged-care workforce and digital
twinning. He was speaking about digital wallets, branded fruit and vegetables and smart homes and cities well before they became a reality.

To Morris, everything that businesses do and believe in is a construct of the mind. It can be broken down – and rebuilt for a successful future

To get to where he is, Morris has worn many hats. By the age of 18, he was living the entrepreneurial life running a direct mail business.
However, moving from his garage-bound business to the global stage, including delivering a TEDx talk, took a few more steps. He spent
many years as an academic in management and marketing and even ventured behind prison bars, to work as a Chaplain. He’s also
Australia’s first and only futurist in the Einstein 100 Genius (G100) alumni, an honour he shares with the exceptional, Barbara Streisand.

More recently Morris has been working closely with Griffith University as an ambassador and Adjunct Industry Fellow.
No matter your business type, Morris will assist you to smash all the barriers that are boxing you in.

He is lively, forthright and a truly global thinker, who will awaken your creative force.

Imagine the possibilities.

Who is Morris?

WATCH MORRIS' SHOWREEL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ooCfaC-xJlw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ooCfaC-xJlw


KEYNOTES



#1 most requested keynote on stage and online globally.

Within moments of stepping on physical or virtual stage, Morris will have your delegates imagining their future in fresh, different
and exhilarating ways.

With audience energy climbing, Morris will masterfully weave your future story and possibilities right before your delegates eyes,
taking them ever closer to a vision of their future-self.

Hearing future truths of what has, will and won’t change for them, their industry and business. 

Experiencing first-hand future society, humanity, work, life, love, technology, industry and business.

Learning through practical examples and stories what others around the globe are already doing and inventing, hand-picked to
showcase the best human-centric future version of their business and industry.

All in preparation for them to boldly, confidently and eagerly step into their future.

Keynote 1: Imagine the possibilties 

Keynote 2: The 3 next big things
Over the past few years innovation, profit and opportunities have been framed around “collaboration”, connecting people together, easily
finding each other and working together, bringing opportunities to easily buy and sell products and services, to find local tourist guides,
to find love partners, to connect to causes, to gather online, to globally combat COVID and more.

But that’s so yesterday…

Meet tomorrow’s three next big things that will frame our business, imagination, thinking, innovation, invention and lives over the next
decade.

The first is autonomy, not self-driving cars, but rather that technology that makes decisions for you and discovers unique things for you
that you might have missed, didn’t know you wanted or needed. 

The second is health and wellness – we have shifted from passive to active participants in our health and wellbeing, we no longer wait for
our body to break down, we maintain it ongoing. 

It also heralds in an era of deeper understanding of how our body and minds work and our abilities and desire to change to it. 

The third is space – with the return to active space activity and exploration, we will start to see off shoot technologies and learnings
developed initially for space, repurposed for use on earth. It also extends our focus from earth to an infinite horizon and all its innovative
and inventive possibilities – travel, leisure, mining, health, agriculture, habitation, manufacturing and so much more.

http://www.morrisfuturist.com/keynotes/
http://www.morrisfuturist.com/keynotes/
http://www.morrisfuturist.com/keynotes/


What innovation is and what needs innovating?
How to squeeze 20% more out of what they currently do and sell
The three types of innovation – and when each is appropriate to them
The Business Innovation Landscape and the 10 areas of their business that they can innovate
The 40+ bits and pieces that make up every product and service they sell and how-to fine tune each
7 step innovation process that guides them through the entire process from don’t know to eureka
Rolling out innovation – 90-day plan to take them from thought to profitable reality

Not sure what innovation really is, how to do it, where to get it from and what to do with it once they’ve got it?
Then my Futurists’ Innovation Hack Keynote is the perfect step by step guide.

I’ve been consulting, speaking, workshopping, advising, coaching and mentoring all things future, innovation and invention to
organisations around the globe for the past 30+ years and have learnt a trick or two, taken a shortcut or two and tried pretty much
everything.

I’ve taken these decades of lessons and learnings and jammed them into an easy to follow how-to that’s the definitive step by step guide
to innovation and becoming their own futurist.

This keynote starts at ground zero (intermediate and advanced versions available), assumes no prior innovation knowledge and holds
your delegates hands as it guides them through:

Keynote 3: Futurist Innovation Hack

Keynote 4: Smart Cities
Imagine a building that knows your coming. That finds your car the perfect parking spot.

That guides you as your walking towards it. And when you arrive welcomes you, opens doors for you, calls the elevator and presses the
button for you.

It directs you to the right door, opens it, announces you and behind the scenes has been autonomously moving furniture and walls around
and changing the lighting, all in anticipation of what you’re about to do.Welcome to the near world of dynamic homes, building,
architecture, roads and infrastructure.
Smart cities and buildings are on our horizon, what are they, what will they offer, what might life be like living in fully connected, technology
rich built environment?

              WATCH VIDEO.

Keynote 5: Trust
Trust is the most basic of human emotions, but in today’s COVID effected world it’s difficult to know who or what to trust. Exploring this
fascinating landscape Morris exposes the changing trust bonds between humans to humans, technology to humans, humans to
technology and technology to technology, outlines the six (6) elements of trust each of us needs to have and project and shares how to
gain, nurture and spread trust in a COVID effected human-centric future business world.

http://www.morrisfuturist.com/keynotes/http:/www.morrisfuturist.com/project/7-step-toolkit/
http://www.morrisfuturist.com/keynotes/
https://youtu.be/c4i-IIQ42CEhttp:/www.morrisfuturist.com/built-environments/
https://youtu.be/c4i-IIQ42CEhttp:/www.morrisfuturist.com/built-environments/
http://www.morrisfuturist.com/keynotes/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ooCfaC-xJlw


COVID’s greatest impact is Humanity 2021, a complete rethink, caused by the global firsthand lived experiment, of what our alternate
human life might be.The thin veneer of our past humanity was shockingly peeled away, and we were forced to instantly decide what
was important, what we keep, what we change and how we do the seemingly unthinkable.

Everything that we feared suddenly became real. Everything we thought impossible, immediately become possible.It takes 6 weeks to
embed a new habit, so what new habits have we learnt and what will be the lingering changes to life, love, work, education,
governments, societal norms and the for-now and forever impacts it will have on you and your business and what is destined to
remain the same.

The Agricultural industry like every other industry is facing huge challenges, disruptions and opportunities.Discover the impacts the
autonomous era, health and wellness, space exploration and other horizon trends will have on the future of agriculture.

Explore the rise and purpose of the internet of edible things, precision ag, urban and vertical farming, micro farming and more, that
are all irrevocably evolving agriculture.Find the answers to what a Neo-Ag industry looks like when the what, how, where, when and
who changes, but the why doesn't. 

           WATCH VIDEO.

Keynote 6: Humanity 2021

Keynote 7: NEO- AG

Keynote 8: Meet Gemini, your digital twin
There’s the human flesh and blood you, but there’s also the digital ones and zero you.For decades machinery, equipment, buildings
and infrastructure have all been monitored remotely diagnosed, tweaked, fixed and updated, all using a digital twin, an exact working
digital replica.

Farmers are using this ability to digitally clone the land, blend it with up to date weather, soil condition, irrigation requirements, picking
and more and calling it Precision-Ag.And humans are next.Digital twins, exact internal and external replicas of their human
counterpart, are already being used to retrain quadriplegics to ride bikes; pretesting treatments and medications for the physically ill,
results tweaked and retested and only once the digital twin has been cured, is it administered to the human twin.This brings in to
focus the future question of synthetic humans. 

How do you market and sell to digital twin customers? Who will be buying and what buying cues will technology use that humans don’t
and who will be making the final decisions – machines or humans?This is fascinating real-life case study of a very different near future
world that will fundamentally change most industries over the next decade.

https://youtu.be/moN0LyK2MXkhttp:/www.morrisfuturist.com/agriculture-and-food/
http://www.morrisfuturist.com/keynotes/
http://www.morrisfuturist.com/keynotes/
http://www.morrisfuturist.com/keynotes/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ooCfaC-xJlw


In a global (and soon an outer space) digital world that requires us to work anywhere, everywhere and
anytime we will have to establish new Global Standard Frameworks for education.

Can we evolve our education system to fit this new purpose? 
Or do we need to start again?
How do education providers thrust themselves into a global market? 
Which skills and lessons are global?
Which are region specific?
Will we need qualifications in the future or will evidence of competency to undertake a task or set of
activities be enough?

Keynote 10: Education Reimagined

Keynote 9: Ageing Disgracefully
What impact will a world where living to 120, independence and good health are the norm have on
tomorrow and beyond and what are the (r)evolutions ahead that we will need to face and to
conquer and the untapped opportunities that abound for those marketing to the over 50’s.

http://www.morrisfuturist.com/keynotes/
http://www.morrisfuturist.com/keynotes/


WORKSHOPS
& EVENTS



3 KEY
WORKSHOPS

Abundant Future(s)

Futurist Innovation Hack

FUTUREVATION =

innovation + foresight +

hackathon

Interactive exploratory workshop,
transporting your current view of
what you do and offer into an
abundant tomorrow landscape,
where you and your tribe can
imagine your future possibilities, so
that together we can plot and plan
your next big thing(s).  

The perfect onwards and upwards,
high energy, everyone is involved,
hands-on workshop.

Futurists’ Innovation Hack Program, 
distilled from 30+ years of guiding
business around the globe through
the innovation process, is the perfect
step by step let’s do it together
workshop.  

There’s 26 topics including what
innovation is, where to find
innovation, what to innovate, how to
innovate, future business landscapes,
7 steps to successful innovation, 90
day roll out strategies and much
more.

This is the workshop with the lot. Let’s
collectively figure out where you’re
really at, where you’ve come from,
where you think you’re headed, what
your appetite for change is, how
capable of innovation you are and the
potential roadblocks and possibilities
ahead and then work collaboratively to
agree, plan and roll out what you need
to do, to easily get you from here to
your future profitable self.

45 minutes to full day to multi days 

Whichever workshop you choose,
whether it’s on stage, in your offices,
online or a mix of all, together we can
poke and prod and make future sense
and purpose out of what you currently
do and have; work collectively to imagine
your future possibilities and build the
strategic steps to achieving it.  

Every workshop is 100% customised and
totally interactive, and can be combined
with a keynote, a pre workshop video, or
run on its own. 

You decide, which bit(s) of your future or
innovation you need to explore, how
long you’ve got and when and where
we’re getting together and I’ll create the
perfect what we do, just for you. 

Here’s my 3 most popular workshops:

http://www.morrisfuturist.com/workshops-2/
http://www.morrisfuturist.com/project/7-step-toolkit/


BUT WAIT
THERE'S MORE...



Postcards from the future

How about taking your event on the road and letting me show your delegates around Silicon
Valley or the Start Up Nation, or into a local University, accelerator, incubator, or a myriad of other
places where they can hands-on experience Innovation and the future for themselves.  

Morris is available as a panellist, participant in fire-side chats, public debates, futurist
in resident roles and for media appearances.

Morris also provides online and digital programs, on demand speed-futuring
sessions, strategy round tables, facilitation of mastermind and genius tribes, as well as
C-Suite mentoring. 

display them at registration, in exhibition spaces, in hallways, at elevators, at lunch or dinner or wherever your delegates
congregate
include them in your online event app 
use them as part of scavenger hunt where delegates search for them and talk about them in small groups 
post them in your social media 
ask delegates to snap pictures with them and post them to their social media

Guaranteed to start future conversations Morris will curate an exhibition of foresight posters, artworks, short films, objects and even
holograms, each carefully chosen, designed and branded to meet your events theme, topics and outcomes and to get your delegates
talking and thinking about their future.

You can:

There are so many ways these foresights art pieces can work for you and they are a real point of difference.

I’ve hand-picked 52 epoch, micro and macro possible horizon
inspirations as a way for you, my clients and audiences to think
about the new and different.

The trick to using them is to not be too literal, think instead
about what the world might look like and what might be
different when/if it becomes a reality.

Purchase the Foresight Cards. 

Foresight event art and holographic exhibitions

Innovation Safari - Take your delegates on the road

http://www.morrisfuturist.com/
https://youtu.be/t5_9EwJEo8A
https://youtu.be/t5_9EwJEo8A
http://www.morrisfuturist.com/tech-tours/


MORRIS TRAVELS FROM: Melbourne, Australia 

ONLINE EVENTS: Seated, standing and full stage sets, and
facilities are available for virtual presentations.

ENQUIRY PROCESS:
 
1. CHECK AVAILABILITY
Contact Morris’s Executive Assistant Sylvia Swidler on
 +61 3 9525 8600 or Sylvia@MorrisFuturist.com  

2. REQUEST A PROPOSAL 
All engagements are quoted individually and after a chat with
Morris you will be provided with a customised proposal, including
speaker fees and travel expenses.

3. APPROVAL AND PAPERWORK 
The date is locked in, a contract issued, and a 50% deposit paid to
secure your date. 

4. PRE-EVENT PROCESS 
As soon as the dates are locked into his diary, Morris begins his
ongoing research, getting to know you, your industry and what the
issues and possibilities your future world may have.

A month before the event, Morris will be in contact to share his
preliminary research with you and to learn more about your event
and your expectations of his presentation and then together
decide on your themes, topics and inclusions.

There is no rinse and repeat, Morris loves to research, and tinker
and every presentation is 100% fresh, unique and customised to
meet your audiences needs and your required post keynote take-
aways.

 
5. LET MORRIS HELP PROMOTE YOUR EVENT
Morris is thrilled to assist with promoting your event, including
social media mentions, the production of a short delegate teaser
video or to speak to the media on yours’ and the event’s behalf

6. ON THE DAY
Morris always arrives early, to work with you and your AV team,
connect his laptop into your auditorium’s audio-visual systems,
complete a sound check, and ensure all goes smoothly and to
time.

7. AT THE END OF HIS PRESENTATION
Delegates will be given a unique event URL at which they can
review Morris’s slide deck, ask him follow up questions and if
part of your event package, view the presentation again, receive
downloads, eLearning program access codes, foresight or
innovation materials and aids.

8. EVENT MEET AND MINGLE
If there is an event break soon after his presentation, Morris
would be delighted, should you wish, to stay on, mingle with your
delegates over coffee and answer any questions they may have.

9. POST-EVENT 
In the week following your event you’ll catch up with Morris for a
detailed de-brief to share event insights and foresights and
explore possible next steps.

.

Event bookings, enquiries and logistics



For over 30 years, Morris Miselowski has been
hypothesising about what the future holds.

Turns out he was right.

With Morris your business can explore a world of different
possibilities, to start preparing for your future, today.

LET'S
CONNECT

Website: MorrisFuturist.com
Email: Morris@MorrisFuturist.com
Contact: 61 3 9525 8600

Head over to MorrisFuturist.com to explore more
about Morris and his keynotes, workshops,
consulting and online resources, see past clients
and projects and read, watch and listen to 700+
blog posts, articles and media interviews

http://www.morrisfuturist.com/

